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PNGCP is the UK-based mission agency dedicated to raising awareness of, and support for, the Anglican Church in PNG

HIGHLANDS COVID ACTION 

PNGCP is supporting a preventive Covid project to benefit mountain 
communities in Aipo Rongo Diocese.  Development and delivery of the 
programme is spearheaded and reported on by Diocesan Project Officer, 
Morrison Wiam.   Summarising current progress, PNGCP Committee 
member Simon Courage, writes: 

“From October 2021, PNG started to be badly impacted by COVID.  Aipo 
Rongo Diocese was particularly concerned with vulnerability to the 
pandemic in the isolated rural areas in the Highlands, some of the most 
remote in PNG.  Here, with limited government COVID support focussed 
on the large urban areas, no government help was available.  The fear 
was that if COVID got a hold, existing health services could not cope, with 
no adequate health facilities around Simbai and inadequate staffing and 
lack of medicines in the limited health centres in other areas.   

Morrison Wiam and a newly-formed Diocesan Crisis Management Team, 
encouraged by Bishop Nathan Ingen, formulated a practical, preventive 
project focussed on these hard-to-reach Anglican communities. The 
broad goals of the project aimed to help prevent the spread of COVID by 
raising awareness (particularly for high-risk and vulnerable people), 
improving hygiene and increasing testing.  Crucially it would source and 
administer vaccines to reduce serious illness and death.  The cooperation and collaboration of family, churches, schools, 
health centres and local leaders were recognized as essential for a successful all-community endeavour. 

The challenges were significant.  Much of this area of PNG is remote, with access only by plane or on foot.  There was a 
significant amount of COVID disinformation and fear spreading in the communities, particularly around vaccination.  
Vaccines needed to be sourced, delivered and refrigerated – with no local infrastructure in place - and teams needed to 
be recruited, trained, programmed and supported. 

This urgent, well-argued proposal attracted an initial £10,000 grant from PNGCP and, to-date, the project team has 
delivered amazingly.  Equipment was purchased and delivered into the Simbai area involving a mixture of charter flights, 
road transport and walking carriers. Training of awareness, testing and the vaccination teams was undertaken, involving 
three Nursing Officers, three Field Officers and eight volunteers from the area, with Morrison as the team leader.   
Awareness programmes were run; facemasks, gloves, hand sanitizers and protective soaps were distributed; and 
vaccinations run in Ainong and Kaironk drawing people from the wider area.  Locally, there is now good equipment for 
hand sanitation, masks, PPE, clean water sources, testing kits and some COVID medicines. The teams are now well placed 
to monitor the state of COVID and, hopefully, be able to respond to any outbreaks.  

Vaccination-fear stories have stopped and people are now requesting the vaccine.  By early March, a total of 2,774 
people had received the single-shot Johnson & Johnson vaccine.  Uptake is further increasing with Kaironk-centred clinics 
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working to vaccinate all remaining people from the surrounding isolated communities. This, despite the existence at the outset 
of a defunct and derelict health-centre at Kaironk.  Community commitment and determination, channelled through a new 
Health-centre Committee, has resulted in: the provision and clearance of a new site and creation of an access road by 
volunteer labour; the purchase of building materials; and the blessing of Madang Health Department. The PNGCP grant helped 
fund the purchase and delivery of solar equipment, solar fridges and a water tank.         

As hoped, this is proving a truly collective and community effort, attracting wider support. The Jiwaka Province Health 
Authority has provided sanitising equipment and vaccines, and a health centre in Ainong was built with support from health 
department grants and other money.  This is an excellent illustration of how this project is not just about dealing with a crisis, 
but creating infrastructure benefiting the community for the long-term.  The improved sanitation and health centres will help 
with other endemic health problems such as TB.  The programme is also a brilliant example of how PNGCP supporters and 
friends can help encourage the initiative and self-sufficiency of the PNG Church and communities, and we must congratulate 
Morrison Wiam and all involved for the impact they continue to make.” 

STELLA’S STORY 

Previously a mission volunteer teaching at Simbai Vocation Centre, Rev Lynn Fry writes about a protégée: 

“When we returned to Simbai in 2017, we were fortunate to receive a PNGCP-sourced 
grant to support women’s training from a women’s group in Luxembourg.  As part of 
this, we opened a women’s training café, building on Peggy Lowe‘s sterling work at 
Simbai Vocational Centre where she taught Home Economics.  Many of the young 
women talked about her work and evidence of it was all around the classrooms with 
dressmaking patterns, lesson plans and wall charts.  Often when I was teaching, I was 
told, “Miss Peggy didn’t do it like that.”! 

A new house had been built outside the church which had no obvious use so we set up 
the café in there, installing a simple kitchen with a gas cooker and sinks with water 
collection and drainage.  The café was decorated with photos of local people and sights 
and the carpenters made the furniture.  

The classes were oversubscribed and consisted of two days of classroom training and 
two days in the café weekly.  We made hot and cold food and bakery items for sale each 
day.  Any unsold goods the women could buy at cost price.  It proved popular with 
teachers and council members who would have meetings with lunch.  We also started 
making birthday cakes which were much admired. 

Stella Salai was one of our first pupils and then became an assistant, taking some of the 
classes and supervising the café.  When we left in 2019, I was very pleased that Stella 
was asked to stay on as café manager.  Subsequently, we were very sad to hear that the 
training centre was closed with no teachers and no resources.  Last year, Stella contacted 
us to say that she wasn’t being paid and was going home. 

Recently, we were delighted, then, to hear that Stella had re-opened the café, under her own steam, with the backing of the 
church.  She has been opening it for customers and catered for the football tournament, selling muffins and rolls cooked at 
the café.  Students from Alvan also started a small shop selling baked goods for people on the way to Simbai.  This small 
success story shows how important it is to build confidence and give women opportunities in rural PNG to find ways to support 
their families and in turn rebuild their communities.  Research shows that working women invest 90% of their earnings into 
their families, leading to greater health and education for their children, so creating a cycle that sustainably alleviates 
poverty.”  

NGI LAND CHALLENGES 

Land ownership disputes and development are challenging issues often 
thwarting progress throughout PNG - and not just for the Anglican Church.  
Feedback from Simon Kamong, NGI Diocesan Secretary, identifies some of the 
issues and opportunities affecting potential much-needed income-generation 
for the work of the church there. 

Nearly two decades ago now, the diocese acquired two blocks of land to derive 
income from their development as oil-palm plantations.  Tools were bought, 
workers cleared the land and planted a quick-fruiting variant on one of the 
plots.  Initial harvests were promising.  Then in 2012, two weeks torrential rain 
washed away the river bridge giving access to the site and the collection of harvested fruits.  Capitalising on the situation, 
settlers from the surrounding area invaded the site, drove the workmen off and stole the tools and equipment, even the 
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roofing sheets, galvanised poles and water-tank from the workmen’s house. 

Now, following the rebuilding of the bridge, the intention is to reinstate the project, employ new workmen to settle at the 
block and start the clean-up and harvesting of the established trees.  Before this, agreement and help to settle the local 
security issue is being sought from the female clan chief from whom the site was originally purchased.  There is also the matter 
of finding funding to purchase replacement equipment to help harvest the oil-palm fruits – wheel-barrows, hook-knives, 
rubber boots, gloves, grass knives, bush knives, axes, etc….. 

Meantime, aware of the current preservation agenda, the diocese is to conserve the second block of land as pristine rain 
forest and explore whether, together with other land-owning groups in ACPNG, there is the potential to formally register to 
receive carbon-trade offset income to benefit diocesan work 

ATIATU CONFIRMATION 

During a recent patrol to the South coast of his New Guinea Islands Diocese, Bishop Reginald Makele confirmed young 
candidates at St Peter & St Paul’s Chapel, Atiatu parish.  

PNGCP GIFT TO BISHOP REGINALD 

It's long been the custom for PNGCP to buy a gift for a new bishop in PNG.  Bishop Reginald 
Makele, the recently consecrated Bishop of New Guinea Islands, asked for a crozier.  
Thanks to a contact in the Diocese of 
Newcastle, we have had a crozier hand-made 
by Stephen Bell from hazel wood, topped with 
a carved ram's horn.  Most importantly, it is in 
three sections with screw-in connections.  This 
will enable Bishop Reginald to safely stow it on 
his many journeys by dinghy or light aircraft.  
Sue Ramsden had made a carrying-case for it.  

CLERGY WIVES’ MINISTRY 

Bishop Lindsley Ihove highlights an important 
new initiative in Popondota Diocese, born out 
of the recognition that, at the end of their 
lifelong ministry, PNG clergymen are often left 
with scant resources to support them through 
retirement.   

The aims of the Clergymen’s Wives Ministry 
are to involve these women more actively in mission, whilst providing 
mutual support and establishing sustainable projects to support them and 
their families in retirement.   Fundraising is currently under way for one such 
income-generation project, a proposed guest-house called ‘Desert Olives’.  
The opening service for this new Ministry took place at St Raphael’s Church, 
Isivita Parish in mid March. 

Grateful thanks for contributions and help in compiling this Newsletter to: Fr. Giles Motisi; Rev Lynn Fry; Simon Courage; Inge 
Riebe; Morrison Wiam; Bernard Alomb; +Reginald Makere; Simon Kamong; +Lindsley Ihove; Jasper Rea.  As always, Newsletter 
ideas, comments or concerns to John Rea johndellarea@yahoo.co.uk 
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NEWTON COLLEGE UPDATE 

At the start of a new academic year, Deputy Principal, Fr Giles Motisi, writes: 

“After an enforced absence of nearly two years at home in Australia because 
of the Covid travel restrictions, the new college year began with the return of 
the Principal, Bp Jeffrey Driver.  I had been taking care of things in his absence.  
Fr. Job Migi will continue for a period on the staff and Fr. Clifford Anubo has 
returned to Dogura. 

There are 15 students currently doing their second year of training; three are 
single and 12 are married with all their wives attending the women's 
programme.   We are now planning for a Bridging Progamme in the second 
half of the year with the possibility of having students mainly from the other 
Dioceses since the last one had students from Popondota Diocese. 

One of the staff houses is being pulled down as beyond repair and a new one will be built which will become the nurse’s 
house.  Maintenance work will continue this year for the Principal’s house and some of the student houses.  Three more 
water-tanks have been bought this week and a cement 
mixture.  The tanks are for the staff houses with the 
intention of having pressure pumps fitted for every staff 
house. 

A large number of books arrived late last year from 
Australia, mainly text-books for the curriculum subjects 
being taught.  One of our current tasks is to catalogue and 
shelves them. The college also received a box of books 
from Bp Jonathan Meyrick who donated them as his 
retirement gift to Newton College.” 

PNG, ACPNG & PNGCP NEWS 

• Spare a thought in your prayers for PNG as the country braces itself for the turbulence, fighting and the inevitable 
deaths associated with the four-yearly elections to the nation’s Parliament later this year.  Younger, disenchanted 
under-40’s particularly are likely to be ‘noisy’.  As previously, a turnover approaching 75% of the MPs is likely.  
Currently, there is no female among the nation’s 111 MPs and there have been only seven women elected since 
Independence.  However, that may change as there are four strong women candidates standing with the support of 
long-standing, influential Enga Governor, Sir Peter Ipatas. 

• CMS New Zealand mission volunteer, Margaret Poynton, has been a frequent contributor to our newsletters over 
the past four years.  Sadly, she had a premature end to her ACPNG commitment, latterly working closely with 
+Tennyson in Dogura, when she became ill with Covid last October and had to be repatriated, still poorly, at 
Christmas.  Latest news is that she is still slowly recovering at home in Auckland. 

• The SSF Brothers at Haruro Friary now have mains electricity.  This has also been extended to the Sisters’ community 
on the nearby compound.  Here, shortly after she was elected to the leadership position, Sr Bridget decided to leave 
the Order and return to her village. 

• Bishop Lindsley Ihove has stopped offering civic services to non-Anglicans in his Popondota Diocese. 

• In a big help to the limited Newton College budget and thanks to generous funding from a number of congregations 
and individuals in Scotland and Australia, the education costs of all the theological students at Newton College are 
being funded for the first time. 

• This year, the Bishop of Norwich’s Lent Appeal is to support the people of Sag Sag, a remote community on the 
South coast of New Guinea Islands.  Here, there is a small health-centre building, but no beds or equipment.  Having 
sometimes canoed along the coast for up to a day, the centre cares for young children and mothers-to-be as well as 
many other vulnerable groups.  The Appeal is specifically to provide beds for these mothers and the youngest 
children who are currently obliged to lie on their own blankets on the bare floor.  
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